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Abstract
The matching property of nested sets of pairs on [2nJ is introduced. Various structural
properties of the matching nested sets are presented and the relation between matching nested
sets and planar permutations is exhibited.

1. Introduction
A set S of pairwise disjoint pairs of [2n]={1,2,... ,2n} such that u{a,b}=[2n]
(a,b}eS

and for any {a,b}, {c,d}e S we never have a<c<b<d, is
pairs on [2nJ.
It is clear that the nested set is a special case of the
[1], with blocks containing exactly two elements. It is
nested sets are related to nested parentheses [3] and are
planar permutations [4] and Jordan sequences [2].

called nested set of
non-crossing partition
well known that the
used in the study of

The structure of the set N2n of nested sets of pairs on [2n] is studied in [5].
In this paper, we introduce and study the matching property in the set N2n,

which allows two nested sets to be joined in such a way that a unique cycle on
[2n] is obtained. We show how the matching nested pairs are generated, using
pairs of smaller size.
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2. Matching Property
Let SE N2n and AkS; we write l(A)= U a.
aeA

We say that two sets Sl' Sze N2n are matching iff I(A)=l(B). AkS 1• B~S2
imply that l(A)=0 or [2n] ,
So, the sets Sl={{1,6},(3,4},{5,2},{7,8}}.

Sz={(1,8},(3,2},(5,6},{7,4}}

are

matching, whereas the sets 51 and 53=({1,8},(3,2},{5,4},{7,6}} are not, as it is
indicated geometrically by the cycles of Fig. 1.

Matching nested sets

Non matching nested sets
Fig. 1

Now,

given

an

5e N2n and ce Z, we consider the

translation 5+e=

{{ u+c,b+e}: {a,b} E 5}, where all numbers are taken mod 2n. so that 5+ce N2n .

An equivalence relation - on N2n is dermed by

SC~

iff there exists

Ce

Z. such

that Sl=Sz+e (see [5]).
Proposition 2.1. The sets S and S+ 1 are matching.
Proof.

If 5,S+ 1 are not matching there exist

Bk S+ 1

such

that

2ne: l(A)=I(B).
If y is the greatest element of leA) and {x,Y} E A, it is clear that y;t.:x +1 and
{x+l,y+1}e(5+1)\B. Moreover, we have that
1 I(B)n[x+ 1,y+ 1] 1=I(l(A)n(x,Y])\{x} 1=1 l(A)n(x.y] 1-1,
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though every set I(K)n[a,~] with {a,{3}e S has even cardinality. Hence we
obtain the desired contradiction. I
The following result shows that the translation of nested sets preserves the
matching property. The proof is straightword and it is omitted.
Proposition 2.2. If 5 1,52 are matching, then 51+c, 52 +c are also matching.
A pair {a,b }e S is called outer pair if there is no pair {c,d} e S such that
c<a<b<d. Obviously, every nested set S contains at least one outer pair.
In [5] it has been shown that every element of N2n+2 may be written in
either one or the other of the foImS :
S*=Su{{2n+ 1,2n+2}} and Sub=(S\{{ a.,b} })u{ {a,2n+2}, {b,2n+ 1} }.
where Se N2n and {a,b} is an outer pair of S .
These representations are used in the following results for the construction
of matching nested sets.
Proposition 2.3. If the sets R, 5 of N2n are matching and (a,b j is an outer
pair, then the sets R *, 5ab of N2n+2 are also matching.
Proof. It is enough to show that, given A<;;, R* and B<;;, Sub with
2n+2e I(A)=I(B), then I(A)=[2n+2].
We first note that since {2n+1,2n+2}eR* and (a.,2n+2}eS ub, we have that
2n+ 1, ae I(A). Similarly, since {b,2n+ l}e Sub. we deduce that be I(A).
We now consider the following sets :
A'=A\{ {2n+1,2n+2} }<;;,R,
B'=(B\{ {a,2n+2},{b,2n+1} })u{ {a,b} }<;;,S.
It follows that I(A')=ICA)\(2n+ 1,2n+2} = ICB)\{2n+ 1,2n+2} =I(B').
Then since R,S are matching and I(A'):;t:0 we obtain that I(A')=[2n]; hence
I(A)=[2n+2], so that R*, Sub are matching. I

Proposition 2.4. If for the sets R,5 of N2n there exist partitions R 1.R2 and
51>52 respectively, such that the pairs R 1,51 and R2,52 are matching, then the
sets Rab and 5ed of N2n+2 with {a,bjER 1 and {C,djE52 are also matching.
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Proof.
It is enough to show that, given Ae;;. Rab and Be;;. Sed with
2n+2E I(A)=I(B), then I(A)=[2n+2].
We first show that 2n+le leA). Since SlcSed and Rl,sl are matching, we
have : I(SlnB)=I(Sl)nl(B)=I(Rl)nI(A)~I(RlM).
Moreover, since the cardinalities of the sets I(SlnB) and I(RlnA) are even
and the only elements of l(Rl)nI(A) that might not belong to I(RlnA) are a
and b, we obtain that :
ae (I(Rl)nI(A»\ I(RIM) iff be (l(Rl)nI(A»\ I(RlnA)
Thus, since a clearly belongs to the above difference, so does b. This shows
that bE leA) and hence 2n+ lE leA).
We now consider the following sets :
A'=(A\{ {a,2n+2},{b,2n+l} })u{ {a,b} }e;;.R,
B'=(B\{ {c,2n+2},{d,2n+l} })u{ {c,d} }e;;.S.
We have that I(A')=I(A)\{2n+l,2n+2J=I(B)\{2n+l,2n+2}=I(B').
Moreover, since I(A'nR1)=I(A')nI(Rl)=I(B')n I(Sl)=I(B'nSl);t0 and R,S are
matching, we obtain that A'nRl=Rl and B'nSl=Sl'
Similarly it is shown that A'nRz=Rz and B'nSz=Sz, so that A'=R and B'=S.
This shows that A=Rab, B=Scd and I(A)=I(B)=[2n+2]. I
The above two propositions suggest two constructions for the generation of
matching nested sets, using matching nested sets of smaller size. In the
following result it is shown that the converse procedure is also valid.
Proposition
2.S. Every pair of matching nested sets of N2n+2 may be
generated by matching nested sets of smaller size.
Proof. If U,L is a pair of matching nested sets of NZn+Z' we consider the
following two cases :
a) Either {2n+ 1,2n+2}E U or {2n+ l,2n+2}E L.
Without loss of generality we assume that {2n+ 1,2n+2}e U; let a,be [2n] such
that {a,2n+2}E L and {b,2n+ l}E L.
If R=u\{{2n+1,2n+2}} and S=(L\{{a,2n+2},{b,2n+l}})u{{a,b}}, it follows that
R,S are matching nested sets of Nzn, {a,b} is an outer pair of S and R*=U,
Sab=L.
B) {2n+1,2n+2}eU and {2n+l,2n+2}eL.
Then, there exist a,b,c,de [2n] such that:
{a,2n+2}eU, {b,2n+l}EU, {c,2n+2}eL, {d,2n+l}eL.
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We construct two fmite sequences (Xk),(Yk) in [2n] as follows :
Let (xk), ke [v] be the sequence in [2n], with maximum length, which satisfies
the properties :
Xl =C, {Xk,xk+tle U if k is odd, {xk,xk+tle L if k is even.
We will show that xv=d. Firstly, we prove that {Xy-1JC.v}e U; indeed, otherwise {Xv-l,Xv}e L and if ;e [2n+2] with {Xy,;}e U, by the maximality of v we
deduce that ;e [2n] so that ;=2n+2 and Xy=C. Thus, if A={ {xk,xk+tl : k odd}
and B={{Xk,Xk+tl : k even}, it follows that AQI, B~L and 0;t:I(A)=I(B);t:[2n+2],
which contradicts the matching property of U,L.
Now, if we [2n+2] with {Xy,w}e L, by the maximality of v we must have that
we [2n], so that w=2n+1 and xv=d.
Similarly, we defme (Yk), ke [t] such that Yl=<l, Yt=b, {Yk,Yk+tle L if k is odd,
{Yk, Yk+tle U if k is even.
Let
R =(U\{ {a,2n+2},(b,2n+1} })u{{a,b}},
S =(L\{ {c,2n+2},(d,2n+1} })u{ (c,d}),
Rl = {{Xi,Xi+tl : i is odd, b;v-1}~R,
R2={{Yi,yi+tl : i is even, i<t-l}u{{a,b} }~R,
Sl ={{Xi,Xi+tl : i is even, i<v-l}u{{c,d} }~S,
S2 = {{Yi,yi+l } : i is odd, i~t-l }~S.
It is easy to check that the sets Rl,R2 and Sl,S2 fonn partitions of R,S
respectively, the pairs Rl,Sl and R2,S2 are matching and U=Rab, L=Scd. I

3. Planar permutations
A permutation 0 on [2n] with 0(1)=1 is called planar (p.p.) if the sets,
Uo={ {0(2i-l),0(2i)}: ie [nn, La={ (0(2i),0(2i+1)}: ie [n-1]}u{ {0(2n),1}} are both
nested.
Let II2n be the set of all p.p. of size 2n. It is easy to check that for every
Oe II2n we have o(i) is odd iff i is odd.
The obverse 0*, the conjugate oC and the additive shift OS of oe II2n are the
permutations on [2n] with 0*(i)=0(2n+2-i), oC(i)=2n+2-0(i) and OS (i) =1+O(r) , where
r=o-l(2n)+i-1, ie [2n].
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The permutation OS may be obtained from 0 in a practical way, if we increase
the elements of 0 by one and then we attach the part found on the left of 1 to
the right part. For example from the permutation 0=16783452 we take
278114563 and oS=14563278.
Clearly, since
Ua* = La, La * = Ua , Uac = -Ua+2n+2, Lac = -La+2n+2, UoS = La+ 1, LaS = Ua+1,
we have the following result.
Proposition

3.1. The obverse, the conjugate and the additive shift of any

p.p. is a p.p.
Since the conjugate of a p.p. is a p.p., the determination of the elements of
II2n is reduced to the half, Le., to the set of planar permutations with 0(2)~
(resp. 0'(2)::;0+1) when n is even (resp. odd).
We now consider iterations of the additive shifting operation
0 1=08, ok=(ok-l)8, k~; (we assume also that 0°=0).
Iteration satisfies the following properties :
(i) 02n=0
(li) ok+A.=(ak)l"=(oA.)k
(ill) If oP=a then oUP=o, 'c:/ UE N*
Furthermore, by induction we can easily check that if OE II2n' then :

Ua+k if k is even
Uat=

La+k if k is even
and

{
La+k if k is odd

Lat=

{
Ua+k if k is odd

Further, an equivalence relation on II2n is defmed by 0""'; iff there exists
kE N such that a k=,;.
We say that a p.p. OE II2n has shifting

order p iff p is the least positive

integer such that oP=a. It is evident that 0 has shifting order p iff the
equivalence class of 0 is the set {ak : k=O,l, ... ,p-l}.
FollOwing a similar argument to the proof of proposition 2.3 of [5], we
obtain the following result.
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Proposition 3.2. If

GE II2n

has shifting order p, then

am=(] iff p divides m.

We note that in particular p divides 2n. Furthermore, p=1 iff 0=01 or

0=000 ,

where 01 (i)=i and 0oo(i)=2n+2-i for every ie [2nJ.
From the above remarks and proposition 3.2 we obtain the following result.
Proposition 3.3. The set II2n is partitioned into equivalence classes such that

the cardinality of each one is a divisor of 2n and exactly two of them contain
only one element.
We conclude this section by giving the relation
permutations and the matching nested sets.
Proposition

3.4. Uq

•. Lq

are matching for eve.zy

between

the

planar

GEII2n.

Proof. If I(A)=I(B);t0 for Ak;Ua and Bk;La we have o(i)e leA) iff 0(i-1)e leA),
fo~

every i> 1. This shows that I(A)= [2n], so that Ua, La are matching. I

We now proceed to the converse.
Proposition

3.5. Given two matching nested sets U,LE N2n' there exists a

unique

such that U=Uq and L=Lq

GEII2n

•

Proof. We fIrst construct a mapping a on [2n+l] as follows
0(1)=1;
0(2i) is the unique element of [2n] such that {0(2i-1),0(2i)}eU.
0(2i+1) is the unique element of [2n] such that {0(2i+1),0(2i)}eL.
We will show that the restriction of a on [2n] is the required p.p.
In order to show that a is a permutation, suppose that there exist k,Ae [2nJ

such that k;tA. and O(k)=o(A). Clearly, since a maps every odd (resp. even)
number to an odd (resp. even) number, we have that both k,A. are either odd
or even. Without loss of generality we assume that k,A are odd and choose
them so that k d and A-k is minimum.
Then, we can easily check that o(s)*o(t) for every s,t with k<s<t<A..
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Thus, the sets
A={{O'(s),O'(s+1)} : ~<A.-1, s odd},

B={ {O'(s),O'(s+1)} : k<s=:;A.-1, seven},
are well dermed, non-empty subsets of U,L respectively.
Furthermore, I(A)=I(B), II(A)I=(A-1)-k+1=A-k and 0<1 I(A)k2n. Thus, I(A):;e0
and I(A):;e[2n], contradicting the matching property of U,L; so
Now since, by the construction of

0',

0'

is 1-1.

Uag} and IUI=n=IUal we obtain U=Ua.

The proof of L=1o is similar provided that O'(2n+1)=1. For the proof of the
last equality, let i be the unique element of En] such that O'(2n+ 1)=O'(2i-1). Then,
for the non-empty sets
A'={{O'(s),O'(s+1)}: 2i-1~~n-1, s odd}, B'={{O'(s),O'(s+1)} : 2i~~n, seven},
we have

A'~U, B'~L

and I(A')=I(B').

Thus, by the matching property of U,L we obtain that I(A')=[2n], so that
2n-(2i-1)+1=2n and hence i=1. So, O'(2n+1)=0'(2i-1)=0'(1)=1.
This proves the existence of the p.p. 0', and since the uniqueness is obvious,
the proof of the proposition is complete. I
We note that propositions 3.4, 3.5 and the inductive construction of .N2n
given in [5], enable us to create an algorithm for the construction of the set
II2n·
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